
Presentation of Company  Profile



Who We Are ?

❖ We Shree Laxmi Furniture…..

In the year 2008, we entered in this  

Carpentry Industry. Shree Laxmi Furniture is a  top player in the 

category in Jaipur.

❖ Years of training and/or experiences are needed to become a  

skilled Interior Designer. Shree Laxmi Furniture has 12 years

of experience in this field.



❖ Shree Laxmi Furniture is now a symbol
of self-reliance and  

This in turn has

"one-stop shop" for interior jobs.  

helped us to win the trust of our

esteemed Clients, PMC, and Architects along with long

lasting relationship. We provide our end Customers with

unmatchable quality projects with success note.



▪ A carpenter is someone who builds and repairs things made fromwood.

▪ Carpenters are always adding to their tools and always learning how touse  

the new tools, materials, and ways of working with wood.

▪ Carpenters construct, erect, install, and repair structures and fixturesmade  

from wood and other materials. Carpenters are involved in many different  

kinds of construction, they can make cabinets, build houses, or do other  

things with wood.

▪ Each carpentry task is somewhat different, but most involves the same basic  

steps. Working from blueprints or instructions from supervisors, carpenters  

first do the layout—measuring, marking, and arranging materials—in  

accordance with local building codes.

What They Do?



▪ They cut and shape wood, plastic, fiberglass, or drywall using hand and power

tools, such as chisels, planes, saws, drills, and sanders.

▪ They then join the materials with nails, screws, staples, or adhesives. In the last  

step, carpenters do a final check of the accuracy of their work with levels, rules,  

plumb bobs, framing squares, and surveying equipment, and make any necessary  

adjustments. Some materials come prefabricated, allowing for easier and faster  

installation.

▪ Carpenters may do many different carpentry tasks, or they may specialize in one

or two. Carpenters who remodel homes and other structures, for example, need a

broad range of carpentry skills.

▪ As part of a single job, they might frame walls and partitions, put in doors and  

windows, build stairs, install cabinets and molding, and complete many other  

tasks. Well-trained carpenters are able to switch from residential building to  

commercial construction or remodeling work, depending on which offers the best  

work opportunities.



OUR TEAM

❖A lot of repeat business reflects the trust and value our  

clients place in our experienced staff. Offering most of  

the essential services in-house also contributes to better  

execution of projects by streamlining the team's  

communication and helps in delivering the projects in  

the given period and manage the costs effectively.



Why Shree Laxmi Furniture?

Choosing us to execute your project would be the best decision you would have  

ever made. We bring the following withus:

❖ Excellent project management and execution capabilities

❖ Dedicated and well trained manpower to execute largeprojects

❖ Extensive project portfolio.

❖ Excellent client coordination

❖ Known for quality of workmanship

❖ Time Bound Completion

❖ Attention to Detail

❖ Personal Involvement

❖ Quality

❖ Communication of Corporate Identity

❖ End to End Solutions

❖ Value for money

❖ Executed Several Big Projects



List of Few Projects – Executed & Handed over

❖Execution of Commercial / Institutional Projects :

S.No. Project Name Location Status

1. Building Project,
Jagatpura

Jaipur Completed

2. Building Project, 
Mansarowar

Jaipur Completed

3. Bungalow Project,
Kotputli

Jaipur Completed

4. Bungalow Project, 
Durgapura

Jaipur Completed

5. Bungalow Project, 
Sanganer

Jaipur Completed
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Contact Detail

Address

Pratap Nagar, Haldighati Gate, Tonk Road, Jaipur

Mobile No.

7340235883

Email ID

puranpanchal207@gmail.com

Shree Laxmi Furniture
Puran Panchal




